
 

STATES OF MATTER INTRODUCTION
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Melling A solidmelts whensufficient energy is provided to overcome
the intermolecular forcesof attractions between the particles
When heated theparticles gainkinetic energy and vibratefaster and faster

Theyeventuallybreak free from their fixed positionstobegin
movingaround

Mellingpoint is a good indication of the strength of theintermolecular forces or bonds holdingthe particles together

Vaporisation Themolecules in a liquid are in constant motion some of
them casually at the surface will have sufficientenergyto
overcome the intermolecular forces of attraction and escape
from the liquid into the vapour phase

Thisprocessis calledvaporisation
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Rateofvaporisation depends on
1 Temperature As temp increases rate of vapor'sa lion increases
2 Surface Area larger the SA faster thevaporisation
3 Pressure Rateofvaporisation increase with a decrease in

pressure

vapourPressure measured in a dose system
is thepressureexertedby those molecules that escape from the
liquidto a separate vapour phase in a closedsystem

uappease
9W'd F vapour in a closed system
At equilibrium

saturatedvapourc Rateofvaporisation Rateof condensation
pressure

Saturatedvapourpressure Maximum pressureexertedby the vapour whit is in equilibrium with its liquid in a closedsystem
The magnitude of vapour pressure depends on

1 Typeof liquidand the intermolecular forcesholdingthe particles
together in that liquid

2Temperature
As temperature increases more particles can escape
into the vapour phase and vapour pressure increases

3 Pressure external atmospheric

Atmospheric Pressure 1 atm at sea level
101 kPa

liquidsboil at lower temperatures if the externalpressure is lower

Boilingpoint of a liquid is defined as the temperature at
which it's vapour is at equilibrium with it's
liquid at 1 atm

A liquid boils when it's vapour pressure
the externalatmospheric pressu

Higher the atmosphericpressure higher theboilingpoint
Lower the atmospheric pressure lower the boilingpoint



Boilingpointdepends on thestrength of the intermolecular
forces holding the liquidpark'dertogether

Volatility x 1 the higher the volatility the lower
boilingpoint the BP

CH's gas As no of carbons increase
CHS CH2 y CH3 liquid volatility decreases
CHS Ctu zoCH3 Solid f ID ID forces increase

Example Case Pressure Cooker
Highexternalpressure providedby the pressurecooker1
BP is higher
1
Particles at highertemperatures
1
More K E more frequent collisions
1
Thermalenergy is higher1
Cooks faster


